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Dear our valued players/users/investors!

We are glad to introduce Galaxy Force X to you, the place where you can enjoy a novel
gaming experience and earn money at the same time!

Our game development team has years of experience creating world-class games with
stunning visuals and addictive gameplay. Over the years, we've been thinking about how
to bring more values to our game players. Now, we can realize that goal thanks to
blockchain and especially NFT technology. By encoding our in-game characters and
items into NFTs and creating a market for them, we are able to give those items real
values that our users can benefit from.

Our ambition is to build a leading NFT ecosystem in the blockchain space that delivers
sustainable values to our users and investors. The comprehensive ecosystem includes
Galaxy Force X - Themed ARCADE SHOOTING GAMES on BSC, the highly-liquid NFT
Marketplace, world-class collectibles, and the Galaxy Force X community.
Please kindly read our Lite paper and discover great earning opportunities from Galaxy
Force X!
Finally, thank you for being a part of the Galaxy Force X community!

Galaxy Force X Team,



Galaxy Force X is designed with the following principles:

Ownership of in-game assets

Unlike in regular games where the items and
currencies are just mere collectibles, players
can actually own the assets they get. The
game offers features that allow players to
unlock and collect new SHIP and exchange
them for real money. By trading, players can
increase the value of their in-game assets.

Value of the item collection

Galaxy Force X encourages the players to
explore more content of the game while giving
them the motivation to complete their
collection of different SHIP and SKILL. Players
then can build a stronger SQUAD to process
further in the story and increase their in-
game assets.

Social interaction

The PvP mode allows players to compete with each other in fun yet challenging games. This mode
motivates players to collect and upgrade their SHIP to build a stronger Squad, leading to more
victories. Besides, the exchange of in-game assets also creates interactions, just like in a real-
life economy.



1. INGAME PRODUCT AND FEATURE

2. SHIP

3. GAME MODE
Galaxy Force X is designed so that players can build their Squad of ship in following modes :
• Campaign
• Challenger
• Boss
• PVP battle

4. CAMPAIGN
CAMPAIGN is an activity in which players may collect materials to utilize the power of each
ship when joining PVE without having to spend too much time online
Rewards are calculated by the winning map, players can obtain resources including character
exp, gfx, treasure, …
The campaign has 2 levels: Normal and Hard. Each map will finish with 1-3 star
Players use energy points (Energy) to participate in this activity.

5. CHALLENGE
Challenger is an activity in which players may collect materials so much than the Campaign
mode.
The more challenger levels pass, the more reward can collect.

6. BOSS
Three times a day, the player can participate in fighting the world boss.
Players will arrange a squad with the most powerful, to participate in the battle with the Boss
and receive great rewards.
The reward will be divided based on the amount of damage the player has caused to the boss

7. PVP BATTLE

Common Rare Ultra rare Epic Legendary

Skill 1 2 2 3 4

Stat HP
Armor
Damage
Speed attack (DPS)

HP
Armor
Damage
Speed attack (DPS)
Luck

HP
Armor
Damage
Speed attack (DPS)
Luck

HP
Armor
Damage
Speed attack (DPS)
Luck

HP
Armor
Damage
Speed attack (DPS)
Luck

Item 4 4 4 4 4

Collect Pack Pack Pack Pack Pack

Quantity Over 1000 Over 1000 Over 1000 Over 1000 Over 1000



1. EQUIPMENT

Equipment specific to each SHIP, giving power stats directly to Ship.
Each Ship in Galaxy Force X has 4 kind of equipment with classify :

Common > Rare > Ultra Rare> Epic > Legendary

Each equipment has random stats with HP, Amor, Damage, Speed Attack(DPS),
Luck

2. SKILL

By the rarest of ships, each ship has a number of skills. Skills will be part of ship
that players can clear NPC faster and additional win chance
In Galaxy Force X has over 10 kinds of skill also classify : Common > Rare > Ultra
Rare> Epic > Legendary

Missile Engine

Wing Energy Stones

FARMING, MINING AND ADD LIQUIDITY

• Farm high-profit liquid pairs
• High profit mining

 Support a variety of cross liquidity pairs
 Farming and Staking profit self-regulating 

mechanism

NFT MARKET PLACE

• Open the Box
• NFT trading
• NFT auction



USE CASES
The primary utilities of the token are:

 Farming: GFX tokens are used for farming Points that users can use for
NFT redemption.

 Payment: GFX tokens are used as a payment currency in NFTs
Marketplace along with other tokens.

 In the future, GFX Ecosystem will update with more use cases for the
GFX token.

SPECIFICATION

Name: Galaxy Force X
Symbol: GFX
Network: BSC
Decimals: 18
Max Supply: 1,800,000,000 GFX0

TOKEN ALLOCATIONS

The total of 1,800,000,000 GFX tokens will be allocated into the following
categories:

 Pre-Sale: 15%

 Mining + Farm: 10%

 Play To Earn: 20%

 Ecosystem Fund: 10%

 Add Liquidity Fund: 10%

 Marketing + Airdrop: 8%

 Partner: 15%

 Team: 12%



PHASE 1

 Graphic Designs Characters
 Launch Website
 List of official information channels:

Telegram, Tweeter, Medium and more
 Marketing & Pre-sale
 Smart Contract Announcement

PHASE 2

 Listing on COINSBIT Exchange
 Public Launch On PancakeSwap
 Public Launch Mining & Farming
 Coingecko & Coinmarketcap Listing
 Marketing & Airdrop

PHASE 3

 Game Studio & Partnerships Expanded
 Galaxy ForceX Training Alpha and Beta
 NFT Market
 Dapp Mobile Game (IOS, Android)
 Expanding Team.

PHASE 4

 Official version launched
 Continue to expand the next version

of GFX
 GFX Global Tournament with great

prizes
 Top trending GameFi
 Launching Hotbit, MEXC, Huobi,

Binance.
 Building GFX game platform with a

market capitalization of 100 billion
USD.
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Social Media Link

Telegram: https://t.me/GalaxyForceX

Telegram: https://t.me/GalaxyForceXchannel

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/galaxyforcex777

Medium: https://medium.com/@galaxyforcex777

GitHub: https://github.com/GFXGAME

Twitter: https://twitter.com/gfxgamebsc

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/galaxyforcex 

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/GalaxyForceXGFX

Website: https://gfxgame.com 
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